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world over is capable of genocide. Records of what the author saw—sites of massacres, corpses,
weapons dumps—are combined with personal stories of traumatized returnees, bereaved
survivors, rape victims, orphans, lawyers faced with the impossible task of doing justice,
prisoners. But Tadjo’s story goes beyond mere reportage of death and cruelty. Her poetically
wrought account incorporates traditional tales, explores the spiritual legacy of the genocide, and
uncovers a healing vitality as well as a commitment to forgiveness. Véronique Tadjo was born in
Paris and grew up in Côte d’Ivoire. The Shadow of Imana has been translated from the French by
Véronique Wakerley.
Unconquerable Nation Brian Michael Jenkins 2006 The author presents a clear-sighted and
sobering analysis of where we are today in the struggle against terrorism. Jenkins, an
internationally renowned authority on terrorism, distills the jihadists' operational code and
outlines a pragmatic but principled approach to defeating the terrorist enterprise. We need to
build upon our traditions of determination and self-reliance, he argues, and above all, preserve
our commitment to American values.
WMD Terrorism Stephen M. Maurer 2009 This collection of essays is a current and
comprehensive review of what scientists and scholars know about WMD terrorism and America's
options for confronting it. Complete with mathematical methods for analyzing terrorist threats
and allocating defense resources, this multidisciplinary perspective addresses all forms and
defenses of WMD, and the role of domestic U.S. politics in shaping defense investments and
policies. Also identified are multiple instances in which the conventional wisdom is incomplete or
misleading.
Economic Policy in an Interdependent World Richard N. Cooper 1987 These eleven essays
written over the past fifteen years continue and develop Richard Cooper's central theme of
interdependence, reflecting his experience in government in the Council of Economic Advisers
and as Undersecretary of State for Economic Affairs. They focus in particular on the
opportunities and constraints for national economic policy in an environment where goods,
services, capital, and even labor are increasingly mobile.The first four chapters are informal,
discursive treatments of economic and foreign policies in the face of growing interdependence
among nations.The remaining chapters cover such specialist topics as optimal regional
integration, the integration of world capital markets, the impact of greater interdependence on
the effectiveness of domestic economic policy, the comparison of monetary and fiscal policy
under fixed and flexible exchange rates, currency evaluation in developing countries, and the
appropriate size and composition of a developing country's external debt. A concluding chapter
surveys the preceding essays in terms of coordinating macroeconomic policymaking in an
interdependent world economy. Richard N. Cooper is Maurits C. Boas Professor of International
Economy at Harvard University.
French Global Christie McDonald 2011 Recasting French literary history in terms of the
cultures and peoples that interacted within and outside of France's national boundaries, this
volume offers a new way of looking at the history of a national literature, along with a truly
global and contemporary understanding of language, literature, and culture. The relationship
between France's national territory and other regions of the world where French is spoken and
written (most of them former colonies) has long been central to discussions of "Francophonie."
Boldly expanding such discussions to the whole range of French literature, the essays in this
volume explore spaces, mobilities, and multiplicities from the Middle Ages to today. They rethink
literary history not in terms of national boundaries, as traditional literary histories have done,
but in terms of a global paradigm that emphasizes border crossings and encounters with
"others." Contributors offer new ways of reading canonical texts and considering other texts that
are not part of the traditional canon. By emphasizing diverse conceptions of language, text,
space, and nation, these essays establish a model approach that remains sensitive to the
specificities of time and place and to the theoretical concerns informing the study of national
literatures in the twenty-first century.
The Edge of Disaster Stephen Flynn 2007-02-20 Why do we remain unprepared for the next
terrorist attack or natural disaster? Where are we most vulnerable? How have we allowed our
government to be so negligent? Who will keep you and your family safe? Is America living on
borrowed time? How can we become a more resilient nation? Americans are in denial when it
comes to facing up to how vulnerable our nation is to disaster, be it terrorist attack or act of
God. We have learned little from the cataclysms of September 11 and Hurricane Katrina. When it
comes to catastrophe, America is living on borrowed time–and squandering it. In this new book,
leading security expert Stephen Flynn issues a call to action, demanding that we wake up and
prepare immediately for a safer future. The truth is acts of terror cannot always be prevented,
and nature continues to show its fury in frighteningly unpredictable ways. Resiliency, argues
Flynn, must now become our national motto. With chilling frankness and clarity, Flynn paints an
all too real scenario of the threats we face within our own borders. A terrorist attack on a tanker
carrying liquefied natural gas into Boston Harbor could kill thousands and leave millions more of
New Englanders without power or heat. The destruction of a ship with a cargo of oil in Long
Beach, California, could bring the West Coast economy to its knees and endanger the
surrounding population. But even these all-too-plausible terrorist scenarios pale in comparison to
the potential destruction wrought by a major earthquake or hurricane. Our growing exposure to
man-made and natural perils is largely rooted in our own negligence, as we take for granted the
infrastructure handed down to us by earlier generations. Once the envy of the world, this
infrastructure is now crumbling. After decades of neglect, our public health system leaves us at
the mercy of microbes that could kill millions in the next flu pandemic. Flash flooding could wipe
out a fifty-year-old dam north of Phoenix, placing thousands of homes and lives at risk. The next
San Francisco earthquake could destroy century-old levees, contaminating the freshwater supply
that most of California relies on for survival. It doesn’t have to be this way. The Edge of Disaster
tells us what we can do about it, as individuals and as a society. We can–and, Flynn argues, we
must–construct a more resilient nation. With the wounds of recent national tragedies still
unhealed, the time to act is now. Flynn argues that by tackling head-on, eyes open the perils that
lie before us, we can remain true to our most important and endearing national trait: our sense
of optimism about the future and our conviction that we can change it for the better for
ourselves–and our children.
Fixing Fragile States: A New Paradigm for Development Seth D. Kaplan 2008-06-30 Fragile
states are a menace. Their lawless environments spread instability across borders, provide
havens for terrorists, threaten access to natural resources, and consign millions of people to
poverty. But Western attempts to reform these benighted places have rarely made things better.
Kaplan argues that to avoid revisiting the carnage and catastrophes seen in places like Iraq,
Bosnia, and the Congo, the West needs to rethink its ideas on fragile states and start helping
their peoples build governments and states that actually fit the local landscape. Fixing Fragile
States lays bare the fatal flaws in current policies and explains why the only way to give these
places a chance at peace and prosperity is to rethink how development really works. Flawed
governance systems, not corrupt bureaucrats or armed militias, are the cancers that devour
weak states. The cure, therefore, is not to send more aid or more peacekeepers but to redesign
political, economic, and legal structures-to refashion them so they can leverage local traditions,
overcome political fragmentation, expand governance capacities, and catalyze corporate
investment. After dissecting the reasons why some states prosper and others sink into poverty

Handbook of Information Security, Threats, Vulnerabilities, Prevention, Detection, and
Management Hossein Bidgoli 2006-03-13 The Handbook of Information Security is a definitive
3-volume handbook that offers coverage of both established and cutting-edge theories and
developments on information and computer security. The text contains 180 articles from over
200 leading experts, providing the benchmark resource for information security, network
security, information privacy, and information warfare.
America the Vulnerable Stephen Flynn 2009-10-13 In this powerful and urgently needed call
to action, national security expert Stephen Flynn offers a startling portrait of the radical
shortcomings in America's plan for homeland security. He describes a frightening scenario of
what the next major terrorist attack might look like -- revealing the tragic loss of life and
economic havoc it would leave in its wake, as well as the seismic political consequences it would
have in Washington. Flynn also shows us how to prepare for such a disaster, outlining a bold yet
practical plan for achieving security in a way that is safe and smart, effective and manageable. In
this new world of heightened risk and fear, America the Vulnerable delivers a timely, forceful
message that cannot be ignored.
Amnesty International Report 2008 Amnesty International 2008 This annual report
documents human rights abuses by governments and armed opposition groups in 150 countries
across the world. It provides an invaluable reference guide to international human rights
developments.
Natural Reflectors Jennifer Peavey 2021-08-23 The World Health Organization names stress as
the health epidemic of the 21st Century. Slowing down not only reduces stress, but produces
outcomes with a greater impact. Natural Reflectors explores the idea of instilling, within our
actions, a mindset of intentional reflection taken from the power of nature's cycles. You will
learn how a healthy process of managing one's life has both elements of reflection and action.
Find within these pages stories such as: Bill Burnett from Stanford's Design Your Life Lab
explaining how we can only make good decisions when listening to both our mind and body
Stacy Levy, an environmental artist revealing the stories in nature that surround each of us,
allowing us to see them, appreciate them, consider them, and maybe even learn from them Carl
Honoré describing how our behavior is heavily influenced by our definition of time If you have
ever thought that there must be a better way to find meaning and purpose in your everyday life,
read Natural Reflectors. If you are tired of living on autopilot, or if you are seeking a greater
connection with the world around you, this book offers hope.
Whither Pakistan Benazir Bhutto 2007 Speeches delivered at various occasions by the former
prime minister of Pakistan.
Probing the Ethics of Holocaust Culture Claudio Fogu 2016-10-17 Probing the Ethics of
Holocaust Culture is a reappraisal of the controversies that have shaped Holocaust studies since
the 1980s. Historians, artists, and writers question if and why the Holocaust should remain the
ultimate test case for ethics and a unique reference point for how we understand genocide and
crimes against humanity.
Pakistan's Political Parties Mariam Mufti 2020-05-01 Pakistan’s 2018 general elections
marked the second successful transfer of power from one elected civilian government to
another—a remarkable achievement considering the country’s history of dictatorial rule.
Pakistan’s Political Parties examines how the civilian side of the state’s current regime has
survived the transition to democracy, providing critical insight into the evolution of political
parties in Pakistan and their role in developing democracies in general. Pakistan’s numerous
political parties span the ideological spectrum, as well as represent diverse regional, ethnic, and
religious constituencies. The essays in this volume explore the way in which these parties both
contend and work with Pakistan’s military-bureaucratic establishment to assert and expand their
power. Researchers use interviews, surveys, data, and ethnography to illuminate the internal
dynamics and motivations of these groups and the mechanisms through which they create policy
and influence state and society. Pakistan’s Political Parties is a one-of-a-kind resource for
diplomats, policymakers, journalists, and scholars searching for a comprehensive overview of
Pakistan’s party system and its unlikely survival against an interventionist military, with insights
that extend far beyond the region.
The Sporting Club Thomas McGuane 1974-01-01
Crossed Swords Shuja Nawaz 2008 Based on 30 years of research and analysis, this definitive
book is a profound, multi-layered, and historical analysis of the nature and role of the Pakistan
army in the country's polity as well as its turbulent relationship with the United States. Shuja
Nawaz examines the army and Pakistan in both peace and war. Using many hitherto unpublished
materials from the archives of the United States, the United Kingdom, and the General
Headquarters of the Pakistan Army, as well as interviews with key military and political figures
in Pakistan and the United States, he sheds light not only on the Pakistan Army and its US
connections but also on Pakistan as a key Muslim country in one of the world's toughest
neighborhoods. In doing so, he lays bare key facts about Pakistan's numerous wars with India
and its many rounds of political musical chairs, as well as the Kargil conflict of 1999. He then
draws lessons from this history that may help Pakistan end its wars within and create a stabler
political entity.
Pakistan Ian Talbot 2009 With this study, Ian Talbot offers a detailed analysis of the problems
which have beset Pakistan's nation-building enterprise since its birth in 1947.
Archives; 33 Middlesex Hospital 2021-09-10 This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is
in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Moral Panics and the Copyright Wars William Patry 2009-09-03 In Moral Panics and the
Copyright Wars, William Patry offers a lively, unflinching examination of the pitched battles over
new technology, business models, and most of all, consumers. He lays bare how we got to where
we are: a bloated, punitive legal regime that has strayed far from its modest, but important
roots. A centrist and believer in appropriately balanced copyright laws, Patry concludes that the
only laws we need are effective laws, laws that further the purpose of encouraging the creation
of new works and learning.
Transoceanic Dialogues Véronique Bragard 2008 This work offers a close reading of literary
works in French and in English by women writers whose ancestors originally came to the
Caribbean or across the Indian Ocean as indentured labourers.
The Shadow of Imana Véronique Tadjo 2015-03-04 As evidence emerged of the genocide in
Rwanda in 1994, the outside world reeled in shock. What could have motivated these individual
and collective acts of evil? In 1998, Véronique Tadjo traveled to Rwanda to try to find out. She
started with the premise that what happened in Rwanda concerns us all: “We need to
understand. Our humanity is in peril.” The Shadow of Imana is a reminder that humankind the
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what the world has lost by her assassination
Computer Software Rental Amendments Act United States. Congress. House. Committee on the
Judiciary. Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the Administration of Justice 1990
The Thanatos Syndrome Walker Percy 2011-03-29 Percy’s stirring sequel to Love in the Ruins
follows Tom More’s redemptive mission to cure the mysterious ailment afflicting the residents of
his hometownDr. Tom More returns to his parish in Louisiana determined to live a simpler life.
Fresh out of prison after getting caught selling uppers to truck drivers, he wants nothing more
than to live “a small life.” But when everyone in town begins acting strangely—from losing their
sexual inhibitions to speaking only in blunt, truncated sentences—More, with help from his
cousin Lucy Lipscomb, takes it upon himself to reveal what and who is responsible. Their
investigation leads them to the highest seats of power, where they discover that a government
conspiracy is poised to rob its citizens of their selves, their free will, and ultimately their
humanity.
Countering Al Qaeda Brian Michael Jenkins 2002 This monograph reviews events since the
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and discusses the current state of al Qaeda and the
kinds of actions that can be expected of it in the future. Al Qaeda constitutes the most serious
immediate threat to the security of the United States, so the campaign against terrorism must
remain focused. The monograph describes the central elements that must be emphasized in the
next, more-complex phase of that campaign.
Decolonizing Trauma Studies: Trauma and Postcolonialism Sonya Andermahr 2018-10-01
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Decolonizing Trauma Studies: Trauma and
Postcolonialism" that was published in Humanities
Pakistan's Drift into Extremism: Allah, the Army, and America's War on Terror Hassan
Abbas 2015-03-26 This book examines the rise of religious extremism in Pakistan, particularly
since 1947, and analyzes its connections to the Pakistani army's corporate interests and U.S.Pakistan relations. It includes profiles of leading Pakistani militant groups with details of their
origins, development, and capabilities. The author begins with an historical overview of the
introduction of Islam to the Indian sub-continent in 712 AD, and brings the story up to the
present by describing President Musharraf's handling of the war on terror. He provides a
detailed account of the political developments in Pakistan since 1947 with a focus on the
influence of religious and military forces. He also discusses regional politics, Pakistan's attempt
to gain nuclear power status, and U.S.-Pakistan relations, and offers predictions for Pakistan's
domestic and regional prospects.
Representing Genocide Rebecca Jinks 2016-06-02 This book explores the diverse ways in
which Holocaust representations have influenced and structured how other genocides are
understood and represented in the West. Rebecca Jinks focuses in particular on the canonical
20th century cases of genocide: Armenia, Cambodia, Bosnia, and Rwanda. Using literature, film,
photography, and memorialisation, she demonstrates that we can only understand the
Holocaust's status as a 'benchmark' for other genocides if we look at the deeper, structural
resonances which subtly shape many representations of genocide. Representing Genocide
pursues five thematic areas in turn: how genocides are recognised as such by western publics;
the representation of the origins and perpetrators of genocide; how western witnesses represent
genocide; representations of the aftermath of genocide; and western responses to genocide.
Throughout, the book distinguishes between 'mainstream' and other, more nuanced and
engaged, representations of genocide. It shows how these mainstream representations – the
majority – largely replicate the representational framework of the Holocaust, including the way
in which mainstream Holocaust representations resist recognising the rationality,
instrumentality and normality of genocide, preferring instead to present it as an aberrant,
exceptional event in human society. By contrast, the more engaged representations – often, but
not always, originating from those who experienced genocide – tend to revolve around precisely
genocide's ordinariness, and the structures and situations common to human society which
contribute to and become involved in the violence.
Journey Into Islam Akbar Ahmed 2007 Why? Years After September 11, We Are Still Looking
For Answers. Internationally Renowned Islamic Scholar Akbar Ahmed Knew That This Question
Could Not Be Answered Until Islam And The West Found A Way Past The Hatred And Mistrust
Intensified By The War On Terror And The Forces Of Globalization. Seeking To Establish
Dialogue And Understanding Between These Cultures, Ahmed Led A Team Of Dedicated Young
Americans On A Daring And Unprecedented Tour Of The Muslim World. Journey Into Islam: The
Crisis Of Globalization Is The Riveting Story Of Their Search For Common Ground. From The
Mosques Of Damascus To The Madrassas Of Karachi And Deoband, Ahmed And His Companions
Met With Muslims From All Walks Of Life. They Listened To Students And Professors, Presidents
And Prime Ministers, Sheikhs And Cab Drivers, Revealing Muslim Hopes And Frustrations As
The West Has Never Heard Before. They Returned From Their Groundbreaking Journey With
Both Cause For Concern And Occasion For Hope. Rejecting Stereotypes And Conventional
Wisdom About Islam And Its Encounter With Globalization, This Important Book Offers A New
Framework For Understanding The Muslim World. As Western Leaders Wage A War On
Terrorism, Ahmed Offers Insightful Suggestions On How The United States Can Improve
Relations With Islamic Nations And Peoples. Written With Equal Parts Compassion And Urgency,
Journey Into Islam Makes A Powerful Case For Forming Bonds Across Religion, Race, And
Tradition To Create Lasting Harmony Between Islam And The West. It Is Essential Reading In An
Era Of Mistrust And Misunderstanding.
Terror and Liberalism Paul Berman 2004 A philosophical examination of the War on Terror
draws a parallel between Islamic extremism and political movements throughout history, calling
for a "new radicalism" to achieve a free world. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.
Asia, America, and the Transformation of Geopolitics William H. Overholt 2007-11-05
American security and prosperity now depend on Asia. William H. Overholt offers an iconoclastic
analysis of developments in each major Asian country, Asian international relations, and US
foreign policy. Drawing on decades of political and business experience, he argues that obsolete
Cold War attitudes tie the US increasingly to an otherwise isolated Japan and obscure the reality
that a US-Chinese bicondominium now manages most Asian issues. Military priorities risk
polarizing the region unnecessarily, weaken the economic relationships that engendered
American preeminence, and ironically enhance Chinese influence. As a result, US influence in
Asia is declining. Overholt disputes the argument that democracy promotion will lead to superior
development and peace, and forecasts a new era in which Asian geopolitics could take a
drastically different shape. Covering Japan, China, Russia, Central Asia, India, Pakistan, Korea,
and South-East Asia, Overholt offers invaluable insights for scholars, policy-makers, business
people, and general readers.
Facial Magic - Rediscover the Youthful Face You Thought You Had Lost Forever! Cynthia
Rowland 2017-05-10 Once in a while a product line comes along that offers men and women the
opportunity to truly reclaim the youthful face they thought they had lost forever. Without drugs,
electricity or anything harmful or hurtful millions of people worldwide have successfully and
reliably used exercise to trim, lift and tone sagging muscles. Just like muscles in the body can be
exercised, the facial muscles can greatly benefit from exercise but not just any exercise will do.
Contortions, twists, puckers and funny faces will not shape or contour sagging facial muscles in
a mature face. The Facial Magic facial exercise system will lift, tone and tighten sagging facial
muscles. These proven, easy-to-execute isometric movements require only minutes a day to
perform and most users say they look 5, 10 even 15 years younger in just weeks as eyelids
tighten, eye brows lift, the forehead smoothes, jowls and pouches melt away as double chins
lessen, dramatically revealing a sculpted jaw line. Facial Magic provides the look of a face lift
without surgery, seams or risk of infection. Using only the thumbs and fingers while wearing
special exercise gloves, your "age erasers" will produce immediate lifting and tightening of the
facial features. In about three weeks the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles become less
apparent as the muscles plump up the skin helping the user's face look refreshed, radiant and
younger. This book contains all 18 Facial Magic exercises. Learn two exercises each week - each
exercise requires 35 seconds - so in just minutes a day you will feel and see the youthful results
you desire.

and violence, Fixing Fragile States visits seven deeply dysfunctional places—including Pakistan,
Bolivia, West Africa, and Syria—and explains how even the most desperate of them can be
transformed.
Making Sense of Pakistan Farzana Shaikh 2018-11-08 Pakistan's transformation from
supposed model of Muslim enlightenment to a state now threatened by an Islamist takeover has
been remarkable. Many account for the change by pointing to Pakistan's controversial
partnership with the United States since 9/11; others see it as a consequence of Pakistan's long
history of authoritarian rule, which has marginalized liberal opinion and allowed the rise of a
religious right. Farzana Shaikh argues the country's decline is rooted primarily in uncertainty
about the meaning of Pakistan and the significance of 'being Pakistani'. This has pre-empted a
consensus on the role of Islam in the public sphere and encouraged the spread of political Islam.
It has also widened the gap between personal piety and public morality, corrupting the country's
economic foundations and tearing apart its social fabric. More ominously still, it has given rise to
a new and dangerous symbiosis between the country's powerful armed forces and Muslim
extremists. Shaikh demonstrates how the ideology that constrained Indo-Muslim politics in the
years leading to Partition in 1947 has left its mark, skillfully deploying insights from history to
better understand Pakistan's troubled present.
Transnational French Studies Alec G. Hargreaves 2012-01-01 The 2007 manifesto in favour of
a "Litterature-monde en francais" has generated new debates in both "francophone" and
"postcolonial" studies. Praised by some for breaking down the hierarchical division between
"French" and "Francophone" literatures, the manifesto has been criticized by othersfor
recreating that division through an exoticizing vision that continues to privilege the publishing
industry of the former colonial metropole. Does the manifesto signal the advent of a new critical
paradigm destined to render obsolescent those of "francophone" and/or "postcolonial" studies?
Or isit simply a passing fad, a glitzy but ephemeral publicity stunt generated and promoted by
writers and publishing executives vis-a-vis whom scholars and critics should maintain a skeptical
distance? Does it offer an all-embracing transnational vista leading beyond the confines of
postcolonialism orreintroduce an incipient form of neocolonialism even while proclaiming the
end of the centre/periphery divide? In addressing these questions, leading scholars of "French",
"Francophone" and "postcolonial" studies from around the globe help to assess the wider
question of the evolving status ofFrench Studies as a transnational field of study amid the
challenges of globalization.
Goldstein on Copyright Paul Goldstein
Dog & Butterfly Ann Wilson 2015-06-02 This sweet tale tells the story of an unlikely friendship
and the joys of chasing dreams. Written by Ann and Nancy Wilson of the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame band Heart, the book is based on their popular song “Dog & Butterfly.” This read-aloud
edition is narrated by Ann Wilson. For kids of all ages.
The End of Alliances Professor of Political Science Rajan Menon 2007-04-05 In The End of
Alliances, Menon offers a bold new vision of the future of American--and global--foreign affairs,
one that does not include familiar, contractual agreements amongst states. Yet, contrary to
prevailing wisdom, Menon argues, a world without US-led alliances will not be marked by
American isolationism, a divorce between Europe and America, or total global upheaval. Instead,
in place of rigid military pacts, countries will enter into contingent alignments and specific
coalitions created for particular ends.
Francophone Postcolonial Studies Charles Forsdick 2003 This landmark text constitutes the first
comprehensive overview of Francophone Postcolonial Studies. Moving away from reductive
geographical or linguistic surveys of the Francophone world, this collection of original essays
provides a thematic discussion of the complex historical, political and cultural links between
France and its former colonies. Providing a theoretical framework for postcolonial criticism of
the field, it also aims to trigger a genuine dialogue between Francophone and Anglophone
scholars of postcolonialism. Part I provides a historical overview, from the eighteenth to the
twentieth century, addressing issues of colonialism, slavery and exoticism. Part II looks at
language issues and discusses France's belief in the universality of its language and culture and
the postcolonial challenges to that view. Part III discusses issues of diversity and
multiculturalism in contemporary Francophone cultures. Part IV concludes with an analysis of
the French-language contribution to postcolonialism as well as an examination of Francophone
postcolonial thought and culture in the principal areas of the French-speaking world. Edited by
two of the up-and-coming names in Francophone Postcolonial Studies, the collection includes
contributions from an international team including some of the world's leading scholars in the
field.
Toussaint Louverture Charles Forsdick 2016-10-20 'In overthrowing me, you have done no
more than cut down the trunk of the tree of liberty - it will spring back from the roots, for they
are numerous and deep.'- Toussaint LouvertureThe leader of the only successful slave revolt in
history, Toussaint Louverture is seen by many to be one of the greatest anti-imperialist fighters
who ever lived. Born into slavery on a Caribbean plantation, he was able to break from his
bondage to lead an army of freed African slaves to victory against the professional armies of
France, Spain and Britain in the Haitian Revolution of 1791-1804.In this biography, Louverture's
fascinating life is explored through the prism of his radical politics. It champions this 'black
Robespierre' whose revolutionary legacy had inspired people and movements in the two
centuries since his death.For anyone interested in the roots of modern-day resistance
movements and black political radicalism, Louverture's extraordinary life provides the perfect
starting point.
Detergents and Textile Washing Günter Jakobi 1987
Hard Call John McCain 2007-08-14 America's most inspiring politician pays tribute to men and
woman who have exhibited composure, wisdom and intellect in the face of tough decisions. John
McCain draws from experiences of both extraordinary people and people in extraordinary
circumstances, culling lessons about the process and nature of judicious and effective decisionmaking. Acclaimed authors John McCain and Mark Salter describe the anatomy of great
decisions in history by telling the remarkable stories of men and women who have exemplified
composure, wisdom, and intellect in the face of life's toughest decisions. They identify six
qualities typically represented in the best decisions: Awareness. Timing. Foresight. Confidence.
Humility. Inspiration. These qualities are personified by the exceptional individuals in this book,
each of whom made a hard call, including: Henry Ford's decision to sacrifice his company's
competitive edge by reducing the work day and guaranteeing a minimum wage; Branch Rickey's
decision to offer Jackie Robinson a contract to play for the Brooklyn Dodgers in the face of public
opposition; Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf 's decision to return to wartorn Liberia after receiving an
economics degree from Harvard; General Fred Weyand's decision to redeploy fifteen of his
battalions despite resistance from senior American military commanders in Vietnam. Woven into
these stories are John McCain's own views on the process and art of decision-making and
examples of the hard calls we face in our lives. "When I assess a decision," McCain writes, "I
want to know all I can about the character of the decision maker before I examine the properties
of the decision, its outcome or how it was arrived at." Hard Call is a testament to the people
whose choices serve as a beacon for us all.
Reconciliation Benazir Bhutto 2009-10-13 “It is impossible to understand today’s world without
knowing Pakistan; and impossible to understand Pakistan without reading this book. A
courageous woman—tragically killed—speaks to us of reconciliation. We owe it to her—and to
ourselves—to listen, comprehend, and act.” — Madeleine Albright “One of the most gripping and
important books of our era.” — Walter Isaacson Benazir Bhutto returned to Pakistan in October
2007, after eight years of exile, hopeful that she could be a catalyst for change. Upon a
tumultuous reception, she survived a suicide-bomb attack that killed nearly two hundred of her
compatriots. But she continued to forge ahead, with more courage and conviction than ever,
since she knew that time was running out—for the future of her nation and for her life. In
Reconciliation, Bhutto recounts in gripping detail her final months in Pakistan and offers a bold
new agenda for how to stem the tide of Islamic radicalism and to rediscover the values of
tolerance and justice that lie at the heart of her religion. She speaks out not just to the West but
also to the Muslims across the globe. Bhutto presents an image of modern Islam that defies the
negative caricatures often seen in the West. After reading this book, it will become even clearer
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